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**Title word cross-reference**

\[ n \text{ [MRC13].} \]  
\[ P \text{ [CI13, PSB05, LKHH05].} \]  
\[ \pi \text{ [Ahm08].} \]  
\[ -\text{Calculus [Ahm08].} \]  
\[ -\text{grade [LKHH05].} \]  
\[ -\text{Graph [PSB05].} \]  
\[ -\text{manifolds [MRC13].} \]  
\[ .NET \text{ [Woo07].} \]  
\[ 1st \text{ [PG11].} \]  
\[ 2 \text{ [Che10b].} \]  
\[ 2nd \text{ [PVP11a, PVP11b].} \]  
\[ 3 \text{ [Che10a, RSS+09].} \]  
\[ 4\text{-Input [Saq07].} \]  
\[ 4\text{-Input/1-Output} \text{ [Saq07].} \]  
\[ 5L \text{ [Mly09].} \]  
\[ 61131 \text{ [RSS+09].} \]  
\[ 61131-3 \text{ [RSS+09].} \]  
\[ 978 \text{ [Che10b, Che10a].} \]  
\[ 978-0-12-381472-2 \text{ [Che10b].} \]  
\[ 978-0-13-138768-3 \text{ [Che10a].} \]  
\[ ABD \text{ [AR09].} \]  
\[ \text{Abstraction [NTH11].} \]  
\[ \text{Abundance [CT10].} \]  
\[ \text{ABVE [Opr14].} \]  
\[ \text{ABVE-construct [Opr14].} \]  
\[ \text{Accelerating [CHTE15, Oro07].} \]  
\[ \text{Access [BCR+11, HKR+11, PM11c, PM11b].} \]  
\[ \text{according [RSS+09].} \]  
\[ \text{Accountant [SBB+07].} \]  
\[ \text{Achieve [FMB07].} \]  
\[ \text{Acquaintance [PCRC07].} \]  
\[ \text{across [FKSP+13].} \]  
\[ \text{ACSys2009 [NFB10].} \]  
\[ \text{Active} \]
Actuators [MBSC09]. Ad [BDY08, Doc09, DSX09, DBX09, PM05].
Adaptation [KKL05, BAP06, GB09, MP11].
Adaptive [ABJ05, FMR14, GTB05, HTC05, HL05, MB14, NAIc11, PBT08, SBH05].
added [ADVM07]. Adjustable [HM07].
Administration [DM11]. ADMIRE [HST+10]. Advanced [MS08]. Advances [DBX09].
Agent [AWLM07, ACD+07, AV14, AN10, Ben13, Cab06, EP12, GGKP05, HPS06, MNNs12, OdGWB06, PS07, PZ12, RA06, RP05, RCW07, SMGC08, TRIO8, VP07, Zha07, ACFPI14, AGP+13, BKG+12, CPM11, GPD+09, MPG13, NKS14, O Opr14, PM11c, QLC06, RF14, SCKM07].
Agent-Based [Ben13, AV14, PS07, RCW07, VP07, AGP+13, MPG13, Opr14].
Agent-Client [GGKP05].
agent-based [GPD+09]. Agents [ADV07, B14, MJJ06, MOB06, Mor06, Mus13, OOM+06, VAM+10, VAM+10, GKP06, RKFI13]. Aggregate [JVS12]. Aggregation [FVB05]. Agile [KP12]. Agility [APFCM12].
Agilets [QLC06]. Agreement [MOB06]. agreements [KW11]. airborne [Koro8].
Algebra [Bro08, RLA09, BCGH05]. Algebraic [MR09]. Algorithm [Azi12, BTGV07, BKH10, FB12, HTC05, PS08, Pop11].
Algorithmic [AT10]. Algorithms [BG09, BGDH06, CM09, Kho07, ME08, PBP06, RNGG07]. Alias [Woo05].
Alignment [EIS+15]. allocation [MIFN14, Mly09]. among [GTLO9].
Analysis [AB09b, BCR+11, BKH10, CG15, EW07, JGP07, LHS07, RNGG07, RVL07, Saq07, TNL+12, Woo05, WTLS09, dBo6, LBP+07, RSM07]. Analytical [BLHK13].
Anomaly [FB12]. Ant [PCS+11b].
Ant-inspired [PCS+11b]. API [Bro08].
APP [TRIO8]. Applicability [PSB05].
Application [DdSGP10, HHML06, LBP+07, LKH05, PDMP10, SSS08, ZOBC13, CCD+10, MPOC9, ZDB+13]. application-driven [CCD+10].
Applications [AHSt15, B14, Bar10, Ben13, BDL06, Cza11, DLT+10, FMR14, GB12, KAG+10, LSS07, MBSC09, QJZS05, RFB+14, RPM+08, SSS08, TNL+12, VCV08, VAM+10, WTLS09, BLRW09, CB07, MCC10, dMRGJ07, Lee07].
Applied [BKL+12, KSF11, Saq07]. applying [BMD10]. Approach [AGK10, Ben13, BKP+08, CLM+08, DPCA11, GMB14, Mar06, OF10, PCRC07, PCS+11a, RCW07, TNL+12, BSST13, CCD+10, TV05, Che10b, Kho07].
Approaches [CG15, JVS12, PAD11, PVL14]. Approximate [WZS06]. architectural [AHZ14]. Architecture [BZ11, JAKP05, LNP10, MMNs12, PS08, PBT08, G5P14a, MFN14, MRDT07].
Architectures [HYM+08]. Area [HTC05, LLS07, PD10]. Area-Time [LLS07], arising [AR09], Array [VM10].
Assessment [APFCM12, JGP07, JBW+15].
Astronomical [JCCC06]. Asymmetric [BdFW+09]. Asynchronous [Bro08].
Automata [Abd06]. Automated [BCR+11, BCFP13, RKF13, RF14].
Automatic [DM11, GHV+12, HSB+10, PXB09, PCS+11b]. Autonomy [HM07].
Availability [BLHK13]. Aware [OGF10, SBH05, SPRI10, BSST13, MR09].
BABD [AR09]. bacterial [BKG+12]. bag [MP09]. Balancing [BG09, IDU11, KM08, OAT+09, PVP06, PGD+11, QJZS05, SNP+10, BKL+12, CB07].
Bargain [RF14]. Base [CMUM09]. Based [ASS08, Bar10, Ben13, BT12, CLM+08, GNP05, ISM12, MOB06, NDGL12, OF10, RP05, RPP06, SMH06a, SH08, Zha07, dBo6, LBP+07, Saq07, TNL+12, Woo05, WTLS09, dBo6, LBP+07, RSM07].


Disasters [SH08]. Discovering [FR08]. Discovery [BM11, BDY08, GMB14, Hos05].
JAKP05, LRNP06. Discrete [CS07]. Disk [CMUM09]. distortion [MRdT07]. Distributed [APPR10, AV14, BBJMR09, BDL06, BT12, BKL+12, BP12, CS10, CHTE15, DiSGP10, DPC09, FT05, GP08, HST+10, Hos05, HSB+10, IDU11, LMPQ09, Lee07, NKKV05, NRS+05, Pet07, PM11c, PD09, PD10, PGD+11, Pop11, RWL07, RPP06, SNP+10, SJ07, SH06, WS07, WTV05, Zal09, Zd11, Cza12, BS05].


Editing [EW07, Kow06, Lud07, Pap05, Pap08a, Pet05, Rah06, Ran05, Sed07, SH06, dMRGJ07]. Editors [RS05]. Educational [PBT08]. Edward [Che10a]. effect [MPN12].


Embedded [GRY+09, KSF11, LMPQ09, MPTG09, GB09]. Emergent [OGF10, XB09]. Empirical [SMH06a]. Enable [JVS12, DPT13]. enabled [SDK+10]. Enabling [Hos05, MDA12, CBA+14]. End [SPR10]. End-to-End [SPR10]. Enforcing [BAP06].

Engine [FP10, RPP06]. Engineering [AHZ14, GRY+09, MDA12, TNL+12, Opr14, SDK+10]. Enhancing [SCKM07]. Enterprise [BPB+06, Wou07]. Enterprises [SST08]. entreprise [Opr14]. Environment [BGdH06, BKL+12, CS10, CHTE15, GM10, HPBG05, LdDK06, MMNs12, NRS+05, PBP06, RWL07, ADD07, KW13, LKHH05, RF14, RSS+09]. Environments [FP10, OdGWG06, PVP06, PGD+11, SMGC08, SW05, WMVP14, SDZ14]. Equations [KM08]. equipment [BD14]. equivalent [AGP+13]. Era [BK+08].

ERCTP [SPR10]. ERP [SCKM07]. Establishing [MPG13]. Estimation [LCV13, LLS07, MS08]. Evaluating [BCGH05, VCFF13]. Evaluation [BR10, DPC09, GB12, Rah06, YBI+09, ACPF14]. Event [CS07, WMVP14, YBI+09, BLRW09]. Evolution [JMQ+10]. Evolutionary [LCV13]. Example [Che10a, WH08, SK10]. Exchange [OGF10]. Executable [Pom05].

Executed [PVP06]. Execution [ARV13, BKL+12, HML05]. expandable [ADD07]. Experience [DMP13].

Experiences [CCD+09]. Experimental [Pet06]. Experiments [GHJ+08]. Expert [Ahm06, RNN07]. Exploitation [BPB+12, FVBO5, NRS+05]. Exploiting [CT10, MJZ06]. Exploratory [SST08]. Exploring [VM10]. Extending [GMW05, JBW+15]. Extension [BZ11, CDS05, PSB05]. External [Gav05].

Facilitating [BMD10]. Facilities [GVJ11]. Factorizations [AB09b]. Failures [BS05]. Family [Rah06]. Fariness [SDZ14]. Fast [JMQ+10, AGK10]. FastFix [GHV+12]. Fault [GLD06, IDU11, JAKP05, Mor06, RPM+08]. Fault-Tolerant [GLD06, JAKP05, Mor06].


File [CCI11, HTC05, LVMV10, PD09, PD10,
Fragmentation [VCFP13]. Framework [ARV13, APFCM12, BBP+12, BCR+11, BMD10, DPC09, HML05, MOB06, OAT+09, PCS+11b, ZL06, CFMM12, GGJGT+12, GB09, MKA+14, MP11, QCL06].

Hands [Che10b, KmH10]. Hands-on [Che10b, KmH10]. Haskell [ATML06]. HBaseSI [ZD11]. Healing [GHV+12]. Health [CBBG15]. Healthcare [CC15, MBSC09]. Heap [BM11]. Helpful [LS11]. Heterogeneity [ATML06]. Heterogeneous [KAG+10, OdGWB06, PV06, RLA09, SPR10]. HeteroPBLAS [RLA09]. Heuristic [PV06]. Heuristics [JMQ+10]. Hierarchical [HHK+05]. High [Bar10, BL07, BDRH07, DLB+10, FMB07, GRY+09, Lou05, Lou06, Lud07, Pom05, PD09, VAM+10, Woo05, KW11, SDZ14]. High-Level [BL07, Lou05, Lou06, Pom05]. High-Performance [GRY+09, Woo05, KW11]. Historical [dM06]. Hoc [BDY08, Doc09, DBX09, PM05, DSX09]. HPC [BCS07, FB12, MRC13]. Human [PXB09]. Human-intuitive [PXB09]. Hwu [Che10b]. Hybrid [Ben13, CM09, KW11, PCS+11a, ZDB+13].
Implementation [Abd06, BTGV07, BR10, HYM+08, LRNP06]. Implementing [BDL06, CS10, AHZ14]. implicit [Jay09].

Improving [FCPV13, RPR12]. Improvement [AAVS07]. Incorporating [MZdCML07].

Indexing [PBT08, WS07]. inexpensive [NRLT13]. InfiniBand [FR07]. influence [Mly09].

Influence [Mly09]. Influenza [JGP07]. Information [AWLM07, JCC06, MJZ06, OGFl0, Woo07, GPD+09, PM11b]. Informations [PM11c]. Infrastructure [ADVM07, SCKM07].

Infrastructure [Cab06]. initial [AGP+13] initiation [CPV13]. Input/1 [Saq07].

Inspired [FP10, Kul09, APC+13, PCS+11b, PCS+11a]. Instead [Pap05]. Integrated [GHJ+08].

Integration [Cza12, HST+10, LdDK06, MWWW11, SMGC08]. Intel [Mar09].

Intelligence [Kho08, Kul09, SCKM07]. Intensive [Cza11, QJZS05, TL05]. Interaction

[ACD+07]. interactions [MCCC10]. interactive [MPC09]. Interconnected [PBP06]. International [VPPL12].

Internet [BBP+12, BR10, CV13, DEBM12, GGGP05, GMP05, KSF11, MFN14, SSS08].

Internet-Based [GMP05]. Interoperability [FBLF11]. Introduction [APPER10, AB09a, BI14, BL07, BDRH07, CBA+14, CGBG15, Che10a, DdSGP10, FB13, For14a, For14b, Fri13, NZ13, NRG13, ÖS12, PG11, PP11, PZ12, VPPL12, AB09a, BL07, BDRH07, FKKK08a, GP08, GMP05, Gu07, HPS06, Lou05, Lou06, NFB01, NKKV05, PS07, Pap08b, Pet07, PDMP10, PB08, RA06, Stp06, Tud09, XB09, Zal09]. Issues [RP05]. Iterated [CJ07].

J2EE [Woo07]. Jadex [BP12]. Jason [Che10a]. Java [BCS07, BR06, BGa06, RWL07, WTV05, Woo05, vNMKB05].

Java-based [BR06, vNMKB05]. JikesRVM [QLC06]. Jobs [CCD+10, KKL05, OPM06, MPC09]. Join

[Mus13]. Joint [HHML06]. JuxMem [ABJ05].

Kandrot [Che10a]. key [BSST13]. Kirk [Che10b]. Klaim [BDL06]. Knowledge

[BKP+08, GHJ+08, SST08]. Kutta [Jay09].

Lanczos [BTGV07]. Lanczos-based [BTGV07]. Languages

[Lan07, Rah06, GMW05]. Large [CMUM09, HHK+05, HS+10, JCC06, JGP07, JRML07, LSTD14, Pap08b, Pet07, PGD+11, Pop11, Stp06, AASB08].

Large-Scale [CMUM09, JCC06, JGP07, LSTD14, Pet07, AASB08]. Latency [Bar10, ME08]. Layer [BCS07, HYM+08, SPR10, NTH11].

Learning [PBT08]. Level [BI07, Lou05, Lou06, PSB05, Pom05, TL05, CB07, KW11].

Leveraging [QLC06]. Library [FS05].

Lifecycle [CFMN12]. Lightweight [VCV08]. like [CDD+09]. Linear

[Bro08, MR09, RLA09, WZS06, AR09]. Link [BDY08]. Link-cluster [BDY08]. links

[MPN12]. List [FSS08]. Lithuania [GVJ11]. Load

[BG09, BKL+12, IDU11, KM08, OAT+09, PVP06, GPD+11, SNP+10, CB07, GTL09]. Load-Balancing [PGD+11]. Localization

[Son09]. Loci [ZL06]. Lock [ME08]. Logic
[ACD+07]. Logic-based [ACD+07]. loops [AHZ14]. low [HDSY07]. LU [HDSY07].


Maintenance [GHV+12]. Majority [BEEY10]. Malicious [BEEY10].


Marketplaces [JVS12, MAS [OGF10]. Massively [Che10b, BLRW09, KmH10].

Matching [ASS08, CCD+10, OF10]. Mathematical [LRNP06]. Matlab [Sha09].

Matrices [LSTD14, SL14, WMVP14]. Matrix [GPS14b, RPR12]. Maximum [PS08]. Measurement [HPBG05].


Memory-Intensive [QJZS05]. Mendel [SBB+07]. Mesh [CM09, CCD+09, Sen10, GPS14a].


Meta [SBH05]. Meta-data [SBH05].

Metacomputing [MHP05, PM05].

meteorology [LKH05]. Method [MV08]. Methodology [Rah06, VCV08, MKA+14]. Methods [FMR14, Kul09, Jay09]. Metric [PGD+11].

Metrics [MSST08, OAT+09, YBI+09]. mice [LBP+07]. microprocessor [HDSY07].

Middleware [AMS06, AN10, FCPV13, GTB05, KSF11, TL05, GPD+09, DPT13].

Migration [DM11, OdGBW06, MKA+14].

MIMD [PS08]. Minimization [BBJMR09].

Minimum [PS08]. Mining [FT05, HST+10, Lan08]. Mirroring [GPD+09]. ML [Gav05, SMH06b]. Mobile [ADV07, BM11, BDL06, BR06, MOB06, Mor06, OdGBW06, RPP06, SMGC08, Son09, VAM+10, YBI+09, Ahm08, QLC06].

Mobiles [DMP06]. Mobility [DBX09, HPS06, SH06, GKP06, QLC06].

Model [AN10, GRY+09, GPS14b, GHJ+08, MDA12, PXB09, BKp+12, Opr14, RKF13].

Model-Driven [GYR+09]. Modeling [BI14, DLT+10, PSB05, Rah06, VP07].

Modelling [EP12, NKS14]. Models [BZ09, DBX09, JVS12, SH08, dBo6].

Modern [ME08]. modernization [MKA+14]. Molecular [AHS15, AAVS07].

Monitor [BKH10]. Monitoring [BT12, Pop11, RCW07]. mOSAIC [ARV13, MDA12]. Mosaicking [JCC06].

Motion [MS08, MRd07]. motion-detection [MRd07]. Move [FKK08a, FKK08b].

MPI [AAS08, RPM+08, Mar06]. MPICH [OPM06]. MPICH-G2 [OPM06]. MSMAS [EP12].

Multi [AN10, Ben13, EP12, FMR14, HYM+08, JM+10, MFC09, MNS12, MS08, PB08, PM11c, SCKM07, VCFP13, Zha07, ZD11, CPM11, HDSY07, NKS14, ZDB+13].

Multi-Agent [AN10, MNS12, Zha07, PM11c, SCKM07, CPM11, NKS14]. Multi-application [MFC09]. Multi-Cloud [Ben13, ZDB+13].

Multi-Core [PB08, HYM+08]. Multi-cores [MS08].

multi-FPGA [HDSY07]. Multi-Grid [FMR14]. Multi-objective [JM+10].


Multicore [FRD+08, Mar09, MR09].

Multiple [AGP+13, Bar10]. Multiplication [GPS14b]. Multiplier [Saq07]. Multiprocessors [ME08].
nano [NKS14]. nano-robotic [NKS14]. NAT [BR10]. NAT-Gateway [BR10].
Negotiation [MOB06, BMD10, RKF13, RF14].
Negotiations [BMD10]. nets [Pom05].
Network [APPR10, AMS06, CLM+08, DdSGP10, Gun08, HPBG05, HTC05, LS07, Son09, SW05, YBI+09].
Network-based [DdSGP10]. Networked [KSF11].
Networks [Abd06, BZ11, BSY08, Doc09, DXS09, DBX09, FVB05, JRML07, MCS09, RSM+08, Sen10, Zao+09, MPN12].
NoC [FRD+08]. Node [PD09]. Non [NRS+05]. Non-Dedicated [NRS+05].
Novel [EW07]. Numerical [AB09b, AR09, BR08, KM08, MR09].
O- [QJZS05]. Object [FS05, GPS14b, JM08, PBT08]. objective [JMQ+10]. Objects [DEB12].
Observation [Zhao07]. Observation-Based [Zhao07]. ODEs [Zhao07]. offers [AGP+13].
Offline [AT10]. Oil [Isim12]. OMTSE [PS08, PM11a]. on-boarding [FKSP+13].
on-demand [MPC09]. onto [LLS07].
Ontology [MJJ06, MDA12, VC08]. Open [MSST08, RSS+09]. OpenStack [BCFP13].
Operating [JRML07]. operational [ACPF14]. opportunities [PV14]. Optical [JBW+15, dBo6].
Optimal [PCS+11a, BD14]. Optimality [LS07].
Organization [CCI11]. Organizing [APC+13, Oriented [FS05, FCPV13, FP10, GPS14b, JM08, MWWW11, PCMF08]].
OSGi [DPT13]. OSyRIS [FP10]. Output [Saq07]. Overlay [BM11, JRML07].
overview [GPD+09].
P2P [BKH10, WS07]. PaaS [GGG+12, ZDB+13]. Package [TRI08].
Paradigm [PSB05, DPT13]. Parallel [Abd06, ATML06, AB09b, AR09, BL07, BTG07, BGradH06, BZ09, CDS05, CS08, CHei10b, CI10, DdSGP10, FMG01, Gav05, Ism12, KAG+10, Kho07, KHV11, LdDK06, Lou05, Lou06, Mar06, MS08, NKKV05, Pet06, Pom05, SMH06a, SMH06b, SMG08, WZ08, WTLS09, dBo6, BLRW09, BCGH05, BAP06, Khu10, RLA09]. Parallelization [Cza11]. Parrot [TL05]. Participants [ETR11]. Partitioning [CHTE15, FSS08].
Performance [CDS05, EDS+15, FR07, GXY+09, HPBG05, HDey07, LCV13, LRNP06, Lud07, Mar09, PXB09, PD09, PD10, Rah06, RWL07, RPR12, RSM+08, SMH06a, VAM+10, Woo05, WTLS09, YBI+09, BCGH05, BDRH07, DLB+10, Khu11, SDZ14].
[MzdCML07, TR108]. Platform
[ABJ05, DEBM12, FBLF11, GB12,
JBW+15, MMD+15, MHPP05, NRLT13].
Platforms [BdFW+09, LLS07]. Player
[LS07, BSST13], player-centred [BSST13],
Point [CM09]. Pointers [Mor06]. Policy
[NDGL12]. Policy-Based [NDGL12].
population [SBB+07]. Port [Bar10].
Portability [PV14]. portal
[AASB08, SDK08]. Porting [LLS07].
position [Mus13]. Possible [VCV08].
Potential [FRD+08]. Power
[JCC06, MR09, NAIC11, SE11, HDSY07].
Power-aware [MR09]. Practical
[BL07, Lou05, Lou06, Pet07]. Pragmatic
[PS07]. Precise [Son09]. Preconditioners
[WZS06]. Preconditioning [Jay09].
Prediction [CDD+09, SMH06a, SNP+10].
present [dMRGJ07]. Preserving [Sen10].
Price [JVS12]. Pricing [LS07]. Principles
[Ahm06, Lee07]. Prisoner [CJ07]. Privacy
[Sen10]. Privacy-Preserving [Sen10].
Proactive [Zha07]. Probes [HPBG05].
Problem [BTGV07, GGKP05, HSB+10,
Kho08, LdDK06]. Problems
[AT10, CM09, PM11a, PSB05, CPM11].
process [BCGH05]. processes [Ahn08].
Processing [AT10, AN10, GHJ+08].
Processors
[Che10b, HYM+08, Mar09, MR09, KmH10].
production [SDK+10]. Professor [AB09a].
profiles [RKF13]. Profiling [SMH06a].
Program [BT12, BKL+12, SBB+07].
Programmable [Oro07]. Programming
[BL07, KmH10, KH11, Lou05, Lou06,
Rwl07, vNMMK05, GMW05, RSS+09,
SK10, Ahm06, Che10a, Che10b]. Programs
[BT12, BCGH05, TV05]. Progressive
[HHK+05]. Project [SH08]. Properties
[Gun08, BD14]. Proprietary [BCS07].
Protection [CS10]. proteins [RSM07].
proteomic [LBP+07]. Protocol
[BM11, BDY08, BR10, HPBG05, NAIC11,
Sen10, SPR10, CPV13]. Protocols

[ACD+07, Doc09]. Provider [VCFP13].
providing [TV05]. Provisioning [BCFP13].
Proxy [SBH05]. pSeries [Miy09]. Public
[DM11]. Purpose [Che10a, SK10].

Qinna [GB09]. QoS [MP11]. QoS-based
[MP11]. Quality [JBW+15]. Quantum
[CS07]. Quasi [AGK10]. Quasi-Random
[AGK10]. Quasirandom [KAG+10]. Query
[Bar10]. Quo [Kow06].

Random [AGK10]. randomly [MPN12].
Rapid [LLS07]. Reactions [VP07]. Real
[ASBW11, DEBM12, DBX09, LMPQ09,
MPTG09, Zal09]. Real-Time
[MPTG09, Zal09]. Real-World [DEBM12].
Realistic [DO05, SBB+07]. Reality
[HKV05]. Reconfigurable [AAV07,
HYM+08, Oro07, BRH07, dMRGJ07].
Reconfiguration [BdFW+09]. redundant
[GL09]. Reference [Woo05].
Reference-Set [Woo05]. Regulated
[WMVP14]. Relational [CCI11]. Relations
[BZ09]. Reliable [SPR10]. Reloaded
[BCR+11]. Remote [HKV+05]. Replay
[BLRW09]. Replay-based [BLRW09].
Replication [NAIC11, CC14].
Representation [FVB05, Woo05].
Reputable [vLAV05]. Reputation
[BEE10]. Reputation-based [BEE10].
Rescheduling [JMQ+10]. Research
[MSST08, RP05, PV14]. Reservoir [Ism12].
Resource [AT10, BM11, Hos05, MOB06,
Pop11, AGP+13, GMW05, GB09, Miy09].
resource-bounded [GMW05]. Resources
[Azi12, BEE10, CDD+10, ETR11,
JM+10, MFN14, SDK+10]. Retinal
[JBW+15]. Retrieval [HKV+05]. Review
[Ahm06, Ahm08, Che10b, Che10a, Doc09,
Kho07, Kho08, Kuo10, Lan07, Lan08, Lee07,
Mar06, Oro07, Woo07]. Rich [Hos05, SSS08].
Ring [Ism12]. Ring-Based [Ism12]. Risk
[FCP13]. Risks [BR06]. robotic [NKS14].
Robust [BTGV07, JAKP05]. Role

GP08, GMP05, Gu07, HPS06, Lou05, Lou06, NFB10, NKKV05, PS07, Pap08b, Pet07, PDMP10, PB08, RA06, Stp06, Tudy09, XB09, Zal09. Specifications [Pom05]. Speed [MR09]. Speed-up [MR09]. Spin [ME08]. Spin-Lock [ME08]. SPMV [RPR12].


Structures [Kho08]. student [GKP06]. Study [DO05, GTL09, JGP07, Mar09, MBSC09, SST08, FKSP+13]. Studying [MV08, SST08].

Subpopulations [PB06]. Subprograms [RLA09]. Success [CJ07]. Supply [APFCM12]. Support [AV14, BC07, BPB+12, BCFP13, FBLF11, GKP06, MP13, SDK+10]. supporting [ACP14, CFMN12]. Supportive [ABJ05].


Synchronization [BLRW09]. Synchronous [Gav05]. System [AWLM07, ACD+07, BBJMR09, CI13, CCI11, DM11, JRML07, LVM10, MWW11, Pet06, PSB05, PD09, PBT08, RGGG07, SNP+10, VCFP13, ACPF14, AGP+13, CPM11, GPD+09, HDSY07, MPG13, NKS14, PM11b, SCKM07, PD09].

System-Level [PSB05]. Systems [APPR10, Ahm06, BR06, BDFW+09, BKH10, BP12, DO05, DPC09, EP12, ETR11, FCPV13, GRY+09, GP08, KSF11, LMPQ09, LHS07, MRC13, MZdCML07, MPTG09, NKKV05, PS07, PCRC07, PB08, Pom05, PM11c, PD10, Pop11, SMC08, SJ07, SH06, WZS06, WZ07, XB09, Zal09, AR09, Cza12, GTL09, GB09, MP11, MRdT07, PZ12, Woo07].

Task [BDFW+09, SDZ14]. tasks [ACP14].

Taxonomy [PAD11, SJ07]. team [GPD+09]. Teamwork [Zha07, GMPS14].

Technique [ACP+13, LLS07]. Techniques [Son09]. Technologies [CBA+14, Doc09, KP12, Kul09].

Technology [AWLM07, HST+10, RA06, RPP06]. temporary [MPN12]. Test [AMS06].

Testbed [HHML06]. Testing [CI13, LCV13]. Text [MV08]. Their [SH08, PDMP10]. Theoretic [GHV+12].

Theories [Kul09]. Theory [Lau07, Ahm08]. Things [KSF11, NRTL13, BPB+12, CPV13, DEBM12, MFA14]. Threads [WTW05].

Three [Mar09]. Throughput [AAVS07, FMB07]. Time [BBJMR09, CS07, LMPQ09, LLS07, MPTG09, RPR12, Zal09, KKL05, MB14, SBB+07, TV05, CS07].

time-based [MB14]. Timed [Pom05].

timestamps [BLRW09]. tissue [LBP+07].

Tolerance [BEEY10, RPM+08]. Tolerant [GLD06, JAKP05, LVM10, Mor06].

Tolerating [BS05].

Tomographies [JWB+15]. Tool [CD05, MM+15, CB07]. Toolkit [SDK+10]. Top [PCRC07]. Tori [GLD06, GSP14a]. Total [RPR12]. traces [BLRW09].

Trading [AZI12]. Traffic [DBX09].

Transactions [ZD11]. Transfer [AT10, SST08]. Transformation [FX09].

Transient [Abd06]. Transparent [TL05].

Transport [AGK10, BR10, SPR10]. travel [MP13].

Traveling [OM+06]. Tree
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Utility [ASBW11].


waiting [TV05]. way [Lud07]. Web [AASB08, BCR+11, BGadH06, FKK08a, FKK08b, GMB14, Gun08, GHJ+08, LS11, MJZ06, MPTG09, PAD11, PCS+11a, RPP06, WH08]. WebCom [MHPP05, OPM06]. WebCom-G[OPM06]. Weblogs [SST08]. WELSA [PBT08]. Wen [Che10b]. Wen-mei [Che10b]. Wide [FKK08b, HTC05, PD10, RSM07]. Wikipedia [FR08]. WiMAX [HYM+08]. Wireless [DSX09, FVBO5, MBSC09, Sen10, YBI+09]. Within [MHPP05, GPD+09]. Work [CHTE15]. Workflow [BCR+11, FP10, LHS07, Cza12]. Workflows [Cza11, JM+10, MB14].

Workload [BG09, DO05]. Workshop [PG11, PVP11a, PVP11b, VPPL12]. workshops [NFB10]. World [DEBM12, FKK08b]. WS [MOB06].

WS-Agreement [MOB06]. WSN [PR10].


yourSkyG [JCCC06].

Zoonosis [JGP07]. Zsyntax [AHS15].
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